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Welcome
Welcome to St Cecilia’s Hall and to our interdisciplinary conference on Dance, Timing
and Musical Gesture. Thanks to the generosity of Drs Alfred and Isabel Bader, this is a
collaborative venture between the Institute for Music in Human and Social Development,
University of Edinburgh, and the School of Music, Queen’s University, Canada.
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conference on Rhythm, Time and Temporal Organisation, held in Edinburgh in June
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Language and Movement, held at Herstmonceux Castle in August 2007. What unites
these meetings is a desire to bring together practitioners, theorists and scientists from a
range of different disciplines in order to address questions central to our understanding
of human music making. The aim of this year’s conference is to consider the temporal
dynamics, expressive possibilities and communicative power of dance and musical
movement. We are extremely pleased to have gathered such an exciting and diverse
range of people together and are very much looking forward to the programme of talks,
workshops, posters and performances.
We hope you enjoy the conference!
Dr Katie Overy
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10.00 - 10.50

REGISTRATION & COFFEE (VENUE: ST CECILIA'S HALL)

11.00 - 11.10

Welcome - Dr Katie Overy

11.10 - 12.30

Chair: Dr Katie Overy

11.10 - 11.40

Prof. Daniel Stern

University of Geneva, Switzerland

Exploring Forms of Dynamic Experience in Psychology and the Arts

11.50 - 12.05

Dr Vicky Karkou

Queen Margaret University, UK

Time and Dance Movement Psychotherapy: Early Intervention with Young People ‘At Risk’

12.10 - 12.25

Prof. Mercédès Pavlicevic

Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy Centre, UK

Sound Moves: Improvising Groups in Music Therapy

12.30 - 13.25

LUNCH

13.30 - 14.50

Chair: Prof. Colwyn Trevarthen

13.30 - 13.45

Angela Harrison

North Yorkshire Music Therapy Centre, UK

Translating Gesture into Musical Sound – Helping a Child Find a Sense of Self

13.50 - 14.05

Dr Bonnie Meekums

University of Leeds, UK

Moving Intersubjectivity: Developing Emotional Literacy through Individual Dance Movement Therapy

14.10 - 14.25

Beate Peter

University of Salford, Manchester UK

Dance Floor Therapy: Clubbing and Counselling

14.30 - 14.45

Baishali Mukherjee

Strathclyde University, UK

All Movements are Musical that are Communicated in Musical Interaction with Children with ASD

14.50 - 15.15

TEA & COFFEE

15.20 - 16.40

Chair: Dr Nikki Moran

15.20 - 15.50

Dr Jessica Phillips-Silver

University of Montreal, Canada

Baila! The Neuroscience of Dance

16.00 - 16.15

Dr Kimiko Okamoto

Roehampton University, UK

Visible and Audible Metre: The Choreomusical Synthesis of the Early Eighteenth Century

16.20 - 16.35

Dr Margaret Walker

Queen's University, Canada

Counting and Recounting: The Tihai as Dance Genre

16.40 - 17.15
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17.20 - 18.40

Chair: Prof. Nigel Osborne
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Diana Gilchrist Katz and
Dr Shelley Katz

Queen's University International Study Centre at
Timing and Musical Gesture in the Recital Hall
Herstmonceux Castle, UK
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Firefly
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Breaking Performance
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Prof. Stephanie Jordan
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Ohio State University, USA
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University of Surrey, UK

The Poetic Potential of Jonathan Burrows and Matteo Fargion’s Choreomusical Collaboration: Speaking Dance (2006)

11.10 - 11.25

TEA & COFFEE
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Independent dance artist & educator, St
Seeking the Emotional Content of Performance
Tricia Anderson
Andrews, UK
Amsterdam Conservatory & New College,
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Jed Wentz & Jennifer Thorp
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Queen's University International Study Centre at
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Dance Improvisation Rules and Means in the Cuadro Flamenco
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University of Edinburgh, UK

Wittgenstein's Grinding Teeth: Listening to Dance and Hearing Movement
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Evening Session: Venue - The Lot: Jack Tar band - Breaking showcase by Etch-N-Sketch - Belle Stars ceilidh band and further events
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Abstracts
In order of presentation:

Friday 11.00 – 12.30, Chair: Dr Katie Overy
Exploring Forms of Dynamic Experience in Psychology and the Arts
Prof. Daniel Stern
Developmental Psychiatry
University of Geneva, Switzerland
I will try to identify “vitality feelings” as a form of dynamic experience that constitutes a realm of
experience separate from emotions, sensations (traditional), and thoughts.

Time and Dance Movement Psychotherapy: Early Intervention with Young People
ʻAt Riskʼ
Dr Vicky Karkou
Dance Therapy
Queen Margaret University, UK
Dance Movement Psychotherapy is a growing discipline in the UK, and still in its very early
stages of development in Scotland. As a form of Psychotherapy, it is often associated with
interventions that take place after serious problems have arisen and as such many dance
movement psychotherapists will find themselves working in hospitals, often with people with a
mental health diagnosis. Working with young people as a form of prevention before serious
mental health problems arise is not common and hardly ever addressed in Dance Movement
Psychotherapy literature.
This presentation will look at the concept of time in a number of different ways:
(i) in terms of current Dance Movement Psychotherapy developments in the UK; it will draw upon
findings from a nation-wide study with UK practitioners.
(ii) in terms of transitions from childhood to adulthood and the need to offer specialised support to
children/young people who often go through this difficult stage of development unaided. Through
looking at different developmental models some common themes will be identified that offer
useful psychological explanations.
(iii) in terms of early intervention and ways in which early intervention can take place within
school and other non-medical environments. And finally,
(iv) in terms of key movement-based incidences within the duration of a 10-week Dance
Movement Psychotherapy group. Incidences relating to the group dealing with difficult emotions
surrounding loss will be presented and these will be discussed in association with relevant
findings from the battery of assessment/evaluation measures used.

Sound Moves: Improvising Groups in Music Therapy
Prof. Mercédès Pavlicevic
Community Music Therapy
Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy Centre, UK
11

Four years of documenting Community Music Therapy work in South Africa (in so-called underresourced social spaces) has revealed young people’s skilful use of their bodies as musical
instruments in spontaneous group musicing. Micro-analysis of selected ‘magic moments’ in group
improvisation has shown optimal moments of Collaborative Musicing (Pavlicevic and Ansdell, in
press); moments characterised by unified time and space between the young improvisers. Their
movements, gestures and singing both propel and are held by an ongoing, unified stream of
musicality. This paper speculates around a straight-forward question: how does improvisation
enable a collection of persons to become a musicing group?

Friday 13.30 – 14.50, Chair: Prof. Colwyn Trevarthen
Translating Gesture Into Musical Sound – Helping a Child Find a Sense of Self
Angela Harrison
Music Therapy
North Yorkshire Music Therapy Centre, UK
As a Music Therapist employed by a charity in North Yorkshire, I have had the privilege of
working with a number of different client groups, using musical interaction as a catalyst for
change and improved wellbeing. During the 12 years I have been in practice I have developed a
particular interest in the non-verbal communication of people, particularly children, who are
unable to use words in their everyday relationships.
In this paper, I will focus on my clinical practice with young people who are on the autistic
spectrum with additional learning difficulties. For many of these children, there is a phase in the
early stages of therapy where I spend time responding to their activity and the dynamics of their
physical movements by interpreting their communication in musical improvisation at the
keyboard. As an erstwhile viola player in a symphony orchestra (16 years in the Hallé Orchestra),
I have had much time to consider the process of non-verbal communication which enables a
skilful conductor to portray to the orchestra the essence of the music they are performing. I will
apply these ideas to the clinical situations where the children do not play an instrument, but
instead use their bodies to convey to me their feelings which I translate into an improvised
musical “soundtrack”. In this situation they become composer and conductor.
Having considered this technique and the accuracy with which it is possible to translate meaning,
I will look briefly at the psychological theories which support working with clients in this way.
In my experience, this can be a crucial element in the process of building a therapeutic
relationship, particularly with young people on the autistic spectrum. I propose that the ebb and
flow of affect can be directly translated into musical form and the resulting symbiotic relationship
can become the stable platform from which the child can move forward into a clearer
understanding and experience of independent existence.

Moving Intersubjectivity: Developing Emotional Literacy through Individual Dance
Movement Therapy
Dr Bonnie Meekums
Counselling/Dance
University of Leeds, UK
This paper reports a pragmatic mixed methods evaluation of school-based Dance Movement
Therapy (DMT) for six children aged four to seven who presented with emotional and behavioural
difficulties, and focuses on one case study to illustrate the intersubjective relationship expressed
through movement interactions. The fieldwork was carried out in a North of England primary
school, in an area of economic deprivation.
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Emotional Literacy (EL) comprises two functions: discerning emotions (one’s own and others’)
and constructive expression. Emotions and the impulse to act on them are experienced through
the body, but no previous studies have systematically investigated the link between DMT and EL.
A teacher rated proforma was devised following a focus group meeting with teaching staff. This
lacked normative values, but was used as a prompt for qualitative assessment of each child’s
behaviour prior to and following DMT. A second post-therapy proforma asked teachers to
evaluate the importance of DMT relative to other influences on child behaviour. Therapist notes
were used to check these changes against symbolic expression through what Meekums (2002)
calls ‘movement metaphors’.
All children showed improved behaviour. Identified behaviours were analysed through a process
of categorisation, revealing the following aspects of EL: self-esteem; emotional expression and
regulation; and social function. Movement metaphors (from therapist notes) were cross-checked
and reflected the same categories. Causal links cannot be identified with certainty due to the
pragmatic uncontrolled design, but the correlation identified between behavioural change and
symbolic progression suggests that DMT may have played some part in behavioural change, and
teachers considered DMT to have been significant in this respect. The case illustration offered
highlights the symbolic aspects of one child’s development towards EL, within an embodied
intersubjective therapeutic relationship.
The theoretical proposition is made that children learned to ‘read’ their emotions before they
could ‘write’, i.e., express them appropriately, following the trajectory of other literacies. It is
suggested that DMT offers an opportunity to develop EL due to its emphasis on embodied
empathy as expressed through ‘mirroring’, a concept that has topical relevance in the light of
research on mirror neurones and the importance of an attuned caregiver for the development of
neurologically determined affect regulation.

Dance Floor Therapy: Clubbing and Counselling
Beate Peter
Popular music studies
University of Salford, Manchester, UK
At the beginning of the 20th century, Carl Gustav Jung developed a theory that defined the
human psyche as consisting of both a conscious and unconscious part, with the unconscious
being further divided into the personal and collective unconsciousness. The definition of these
layers of unconsciousness was to show that there was different content being stored: the
personal unconscious dealing with individual experiences and the collective unconsciousness
storing the essential characteristics of humankind.
Although Jung himself never referred to music as a tool to access unconscious content, the fact
that response to music is innate to the human race makes it plausible to use music as a mediator
between the unconsciousness and the conscious mind. Both music therapy and dance therapy
are forms of treatment that enable the individual to respond to music in a secure, nonjudgemental environment with no formal or structural requirements. In this paper, clubbing is
being explored as a potential therapeutic activity. Electronic Dance Music allows for personal
interpretation, and the nightclub as a typical venue of such events provides the secure space
needed for the individual to access unconscious content. Furthermore, the archetypal role of the
DJ and the relationship between the participants is significant.
The interaction between clubbers and the DJ shows that Electronic Dance Music as a tool of nonverbal communication allows the expression of that which might not be possible with words and
facilitates the needs of clubbers who, in return, use their bodies to respond and communicate
desires and emotions. By accessing his or her unconsciousness on the dance floor, the individual
is in contact with the self and is able to explore parts of the psyche that might be controlled more
firmly outside the nightclub experience.
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All Movements are Musical that are Communicated in Musical Interaction with
Children with ASD
Baishali Mukherjee
Autism research, Music psychology
National Centre for Autism Studies, Strathclyde University, UK
Educational interventions that help children with autism to improve their communication are
considered to be of utmost importance for the life of the child and their family. An attempt was
made to enhance communication skills in children with autism at a special school in India by
using lullabies and classical tunes of Indian music interactively. The project was designed to
record and analyze progress through successive sessions of musical interaction. The forms of
communicative responses by children with the researcher, who is a trained Indian musician, were
recorded with their functions in the interaction. It was demonstrated that the communication
improved in the ten children with ASD who participated in this research. There were advances in
how they used vocalizations, body movements and gestures to communicate their intentions, and
emotions in musical interaction with the researcher. Micro analysis of the timing and quality of
expressive movements and gestures helped to identify the meaning from communicative acts
that the children employed to share in interaction through music.
A serious loss of the ability to use symbolic form of communication is a hallmark feature of
autism. This research revealed that while the repertoire of movements was not increased to serve
different communicative purposes, their expressive quality definitely improved with repeated
exposure in musical interaction sessions. The progress in communication skills was reflected in
the children’s capacity to use their movements and gestures more meaningfully in interaction
through music. Improvements were also evident in the children’s behaviour at home and at
school.
Taking the view that ‘musicality’ of movement is the source of all kinds of communicative
responses, the study concludes that all the movements made by children to deliberately engage
in musical interaction were ‘musical’. Musical experience increased the children’s capacity to
share their ideas and feelings by reaching to the deepest source human communication, the
intrinsic motivation to find rhythmic engagement with other persons which is active from birth. The
movements made by the children for communication became part of the music. I will present the
analysis of the children’s communicative movements with the aid of selected interaction episodes
from videos, to demonstrate that movements communicate because they are musical, because
they share common expressive qualities with music.

Friday 15.20 – 16.40, Chair: Dr Nikki Moran
Baila! The Neuroscience of Dance
Dr Jessica Philips-Silver
Neuroscience of dance
University of Montreal, Canada
Why dance? Salseros of Africa and Cuba know the importance of dance, as do Bhangra dancers
of India, Egyptian belly dancers, and American masters of ballet, breaking and boogie
woogie...what do scientists know? Scientific theories on the biological basis of music highlight the
significance of synchronization of movement with others and with music. Evidence from scientific
studies confirms that music is a multisensory experience that develops early in life, and is a
fundamental part of our perceptual, cognitive and social experience. Current findings in
neuroscience support the role of a complex interacting network of brain regions that are recruited
for music perception and performance, including dance. I will highlight research which
demonstrates that our ability to ‘feel the beat’ develops early in infancy, and relies on a strong
interaction between auditory and movement sensory systems. I will propose that this earlydeveloping multisensory process provides the basis for our ability to synchronize our movement
with music when we dance. I will suggest that even in the case of a severe musical disorder (i.e.,
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congenital amusia), the ability to perceive and move to the beat can be preserved. Research in
the neuroscience of dance has implications for our knowledge about the brain, human
development, music education and music therapy.

Visible and Audible Metre: The Choreomusical Synthesis of the Early Eighteenth
Century
Dr Kimiko Okamoto
Music and Dance
Roehampton University, UK
The concept of metre derived from the antique notion of alternating metrical energy, called thesis
(Greek, ‘to lower’) and arsis (‘to raise’). During the classical period this concept was applied
equally to music, dance and poetry, the three principal arts of musical drama. Among these,
music alone developed the theory of metre, and thesis and arsis became the origins of downbeat
and upbeat while these concepts were discussed further by a number of musical theorists of the
eighteenth century. Dance theory was much less systematised at the time, and the extant dance
treatises do not theorise choreographic metre as such. Notwithstanding, Pierre Rameau (Paris,
1725) and Kellom Tomlinson (London, 1735) discussed periodical up and down movement of the
dancing body to coincide with musical metre, while Raoul Auger Feuillet tabulated the timing of
steps to be performed to the music of various metres, with regular bending and stretching of the
knees (Paris, 1704). These verbal and notated instructions indicate the regular vertical
movements to accompany the steps, which practically depict choreographic metre.
Taking a close look at the dance repertoire in the Beauchamp-Feuillet notation, one finds that
choreographic metre sometimes disaccords with the musical counterpart. Whereas duple-time
dance types, such as the bourrée and gavotte, tend to produce straightforward relationships with
the musical metre, triple-time dances often create hemiola against their music, which is a typical
feature of the minuet, passepied and hornpipe. That is to say, choreographic metre functions
independently of the musical metre in classical dance. When these metres do not match at each
bar but create a new regular unit together, it can be said that the two arts produce a synthetic
metre, which cannot be perceived in the performance of the music (or dance) alone.
This paper will attempt to establish a notion of choreographic metre first, based on the antique
concept and eighteenth-century musical theories, and then introduce typical correlations between
the musical and choreographic metres of individual dance types. Synthetic choreomusical metres
will be visible and audible in my practical demonstration, as a characteristic feature of some
triple-time dance types.

Counting and Recounting: The Tihai as Dance Genre
Dr Margaret Walker
Ethnomusicology
Queen’s University, Canada
Drummers and dancers in North India have a mutual social history that is reflected in shared
repertoire and rhythmic features. Today, these features can be experienced through
performances of tabla drumming and kathak dancing. When similar repertoire is performed on
tabla or by kathak dancers, a fluid cross-over between music and movement can be seen as
sonic gesture becomes physical gesture and vice-versa. Tabla and kathak performances not only
share structural elements and a similar oral notation, there are specific repertoire genres which
exist in both drumming and dancing. While there are many items which demonstrate this
interaction, a particularly illustrative example can be seen in the cadential pattern called tihai. In
Hindustani music, a tihai comprises a three-fold repetition of a rhythmic theme carefully
calculated to end on the first beat of the tal, or time cycle. Used in melodic performances to mark
ending points, tihais have evolved into a genre in their own right in tabla and kathak, and their
use in drumming and dance repertoire that provides a fascinating opportunity to explore aspects
of musical and expressive gestures. This paper will examine the musical features of the tihai and,
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through a series of case studies from the kathak repertoire, demonstrate how this genre can
encompass both rhythmic and expressive aesthetics.

Saturday 9.20 – 11.10, Chair: Richard Witts
Moving Music – Dancing Movement: A Theatrical Perspective
Prof. Stephanie Jordan
Dance Studies
Roehampton University, UK
A comparative methodology for analysing the choreomusical content of theatre dances highlights
the distinctiveness of different approaches to, as well as the range of potential within, a single
musical score. The paper surveys a selection of radically different settings of Stravinsky’s Le
Sacré du printemps (e.g., by Vaslav Nijinsky/Millicent Hodson, Pina Bausch, Paul Taylor and
Xavier Le Roy), focusing on the transformative possibilities of choreomusical interaction and on
how existing music might be perceived differently within new composite, hybrid forms.
My analyses are underpinned by a fluid conceptual model, which views the two juxtaposed media
of music and dance as subject to change rather than static entities, operating within a mechanism
of mutual implication and interdependence. The media are seen to acquire qualities from each
other, either reciprocally, or in one direction, dance ‘sopping up’ rhythmic, kinetic or affective
qualities from music, or vice versa. But dance and music can also operate as two distinct ‘voices’
in dialogue, a point that I illustrate through Bronislava Nijinska’s setting of Stravinsky’s Les
Noces.
My examples suggest that dancers, musicians and audiences perceive choreomusical,
multimedia experiences in terms of more than one strand of movement (from both music and
dance). I also propose that the practice of moving to music deepens and energises such
perceptions, informing future listening and watching in the theatre.

In Collaboration: Practical Learning through Gesture
Dr Helen Julia Minors
Music and Dance
Roehampton University, UK
This paper extends out of a teaching project, developed out of my research questions, involving
second and third year undergraduate music and dance students at Roehampton University, who
within a cross-listed module housed within music, participate in structured improvisatory tasks,
theoretical discussions and debate, in order to produce a performance piece, co-assessed by
dancer and musician (Stephanie Jordan and myself). Why place music and dance students
together? One might query the logic behind this decision as each subject has its own set of core
skills and learning outcomes (clearly identified by QAA). The arts, however, appear to have a
level of culturally recognised equivalences: the critical press talk about both these arts using
similar terminology. Both arts are performative; both are temporal; both recognise elemental
features such as structure and rhythm. Furthermore, these art forms frequently function together
within a work, forming a single piece as opposed to a juxtaposition of elements without
consideration.
In order to find congruencies between students’ prior experiences, gesture became integral. As
Robert Hatten notes: ‘Gesture, to speak more semiotically…, may be considered provisionally as
movement that is marked for its significance, whether by or for the agent or the interpreter’
(http://www.chass.utoronto.ca/epc/srb/cyber/hat1.html). In this paper I endeavour to illustrate how
a diverse group of students approached an interdisciplinary collaboration by charting the
importance of gesture in the arts. I ask (on a meta-level) how we can define and interpret
movement (be it physical or aural); I illustrate (at the micro-level) how certain gestures (in specific
forms) are interpreted by students and then applied to an understanding of the Other art (the
discipline which is not their first study).
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Within this paper I draw on the work of dancers, musicians, composers, choreographers and
educationalists. Louis Horst’s definition of the elements and Katherine Teck’s discussions of the
practising artist form a foundation through which equivalences are identified before an analysis of
the learning process elucidates the importance of gesture between and within these art forms.
Choice and agency are two issues which arise throughout the discussion. The ‘problem’ of
language (Stephanie Jordan, Moving Music) and the privileging of the arts under-rides many of
the questions raised by myself and students as learners, researchers and performers. My
conclusion raises further questions regarding practised based interdisciplinary teaching, but also
redefines this ‘significance’ within the arts.

Gender and Music in Morrisʼ “Dido and Aeneas”
Rachael Riggs Leyva
Dance Studies
Ohio State University, USA
Choreographer Mark Morris is known for his play with gender and his sensitivity to the musicdance relationship. This paper explores Morris’ setting of Henry Purcell’s “Dido and Aeneas” in
regards to gender subversion and the creation of meaning through gestural vocabulary,
choreographic appropriation of music composition techniques, and non-traditional gender
casting. Morris choreography reveals two vocabularies, one mimetic and one of symbolic
gestures which both express and reflect meaning in the libretto and the music score. His
choreographic constructs also parallel the Baroque music composition technique of text painting.
Differences in character, gender roles and power are shown through each dancer’s performance
of the gestural and mimetic vocabularies. Purcell offers musical characterizations of Dido, and the
Sorceress, as well as their respective social groups musically by using different modes, rhythmic
structures and textures which Morris mirrors within the choreography. Through utilizing
movement analysis techniques, I look at specific moments within the work in order to analyze
their expressive and communicative qualities. Structure of whole arias and choruses, particular
musical/dance phrases, and individual gestures will be analyzed for their contribution to
expressivity and meaning. The roles of Dido and the Sorceress, both danced by Morris, are
particularly salient in the discussion as the portrayal of female gender archetypes as these are
projected by Morris through his performance of musical and symbolic gestures. Differences in
overall vocabulary of the two roles and their distinct performances of shared movement
vocabularies are discussed. Power relationships between the leading women and their social
groups are also explored, as well as the music-dance relationship to group arrangement and
choreography. Additionally, the auxiliary effects of other production elements, such as costuming,
make-up and casting are explored for their augmentation in subverting traditional gender
constructs.

The Poetic Potential of Jonathan Burrows and Matteo Fargionʼs Choreomusical
Collaboration: Speaking Dance (2006)
Daniela Perazzo Domm
Dance studies
University of Surrey, UK
Since the late 1980s, the composer Fargion has created the musical accompaniment to most of
Burrows’s choreographic pieces. In this collaboration, the two artists’ creativity has been fed by
their parallel experiments with issues such as the relationship between movement/sound and
stillness/silence, and the juxtaposition with pedestrian elements as, for instance, gestures and
noises. In their recent trilogy of works (Both Sitting Duet, 2002, The Quiet Dance, 2005 and
Speaking Dance, 2006) both artists take to the stage to perform choreomusical compositions that
question the boundaries of their respective disciplines and suggest innovative ways in which they
can intersect and enrich one another.
Focusing in particular on their latest piece, Speaking Dance, this paper proposes a reading of the
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expressive possibilities and communicative potential of the choreomusical language created by
the British choreographer and the Italian composer, made of music, folk songs, words and texts,
as well as of gestures, movement phrases and bodily attitudes, and hence located beyond
codified performative disciplines. It can be suggested that, whilst the piece challenges the
accepted ‘emphasis on dance’s autonomy with regard to the verbal’ (Lepecki, 2004, p. 170), it
nevertheless does so by challenging hierarchical distinctions between the different elements of
the composition. The work travels from the world of words to those of dance and music, with a
common denominator connecting them all, rhythm.
Words, gestures and sounds are intertwined, transformed, translated and displaced, so that
surprising connections arise from the association of extraneous elements. By questioning
conventional uses and contexts of their creative materials, Burrows and Fargion realise a
linguistic mode that can be thought of as poetic. Through Kristeva’s (1980 and 1984) analysis of
the role played by the rhythmic qualities of poetic language in eluding and exceeding denotative
signification, the emphasis on composition and musicality identified in their movement language
can be read as a poetic strategy of choreography.
The interconnection between music, dance and speaking simultaneously enables and eludes
signification, since the dialogue between these languages generates both the possibility and the
deferral of meaning. In a deconstructive sense, the interrelation between songs, movements and
words can be understood as a condition of différance, in which each element of the chain ‘is
always a signifying and substitutive reference inscribed in a system of differences’ (Derrida, 1978,
p. 292). This play of meaning can be understood as productive and subversive in the light of
Kristeva’s (1980) focus on contradiction as the mode informing the signifying mechanisms of
poetic language.

References
Derrida, J. (1978). Writing and Difference, London and Henley: Routledge & Kegan Paul.
Kristeva, J. (1980). Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art, Oxford:
Blackwell.
________ (1984). Revolution in Poetic Language, New York: Columbia University Press.
Lepecki, A. (2004). ‘Concept and Presence: The Contemporary European Dance Scene’, in A.
Carter (ed.), Rethinking Dance History: A Reader, London and New York: Routledge, pp. 170181.

Saturday 11.50 – 13.00 - Workshops
Music and Movement with Parents and Babies
María Jesús del Olmo
Music Therapy
Universidad Autónoma de Madrid/ Universidad Alcalá de Henares (EU Cardenal
Cisneros), Spain
We know about communication in the early development, and we show that a lot of this
communication is sound and music. In early development, music is very important for babies and
children. Specialists, parents, and educators commonly use musical elements in the interaction
with babies and children, and use it to promote stimulation through games and songs, and to
facilitate dreams and relaxation with their songs.
Several authors show the presence of musical elements in the human communication from birth.
Wallon (1951/1985): the excitement of the movements of babies in early development takes
place with shouts and vocalizations; Trevarthen (1990): rhythm is present in babies
communication and parents use it in baby talk, and Darwin showed that musical expression
through the voice expresses emotion.
In this workshop, we try to show the importance of musical elements in human communication,
and we need to use these elements in the interaction with babies, because these are beautiful
and aesthetic communicative elements. Parents who come to a music therapy session look at the
rhythm of their babies, their voice and movement. They sing, dance, and move with the babies
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and take note of the intensity of their movements and their voice.
Goals:
Encourage communication and interaction between babies and their parents
Promote communication in a musical context
Methodology:
Voice and movement dynamics
We’ll see some DVDs about the music therapy program with parents and babies and we can
observe the work done with them.
References
Cassidy, J. W., & Ditty, K. M. (1998). Presentation of aural stimuli to newborns and premature
infants: An audiological perspective. Journal of Music Therapy 35 (2), pp.70-87.
Murray,L. y Trevarthen, C. (1985). Emotional regulation of interaction between two-months old
and their mothers. En T. Field y N. Fox (Eds.). Social Perception in Infants. Ablex.
Rodríguez, C. (In press) Object Use, Comunication and Sings. The Triadic Basic of Early
Cognitive Development. J. Valsiner y A. Rosa (eds.) Cambridge Handbook of Social-Cultural
Psychology. Cambridge University Press. pp. 257-276.

Composers and Choreographers
Prof. Nigel Osborne
Composition
University of Edinburgh, UK
For several years during the 1980s and 90s, I had the pleasure and privilege of being musical
director for the International Composers’ and Choreographers’ Course – sometimes called the
Gulbenkian Course (after its first sponsor), held at the University of Surrey, and later at Bretton
Hall,Yorkshire.
Every year eight choreographers and eight composers drawn from around the world were invited
to collaborate over a period of two weeks, making a new work almost every day, performed by a
company of thirty dancers head-hunted from the world’s leading companies and a small
orchestra of adventurous-minded professional musicians. Many of the choreographers,
composers, dancers and musicians now recognised in the international world of contemporary
dance and ballet passed through the course at some stage. Its leaders included the likes of John
Cage and Merce Cunningham, Carlos Miranda and Christopher Bruce. Its inspiration was the
remarkable dancer and administrator Gale Law.
I was fortunate to co-direct the course with Richard Alston, Sara Rudner, Dan Waggoner, Ivan
Kramar, Jane Dudley (close colleague of Martha Graham), and the legendary Bob Cohan.
Alongside creative work, the courses included workshops for choreographers and composers
where questions of the relationship between music, sound, dance and movement were explored
in practical exercises. I added to these classes exercises in what was then the emerging science
of music, movement, mind and body, attempting to relate these discoveries to aesthetic
questions in composition and choreography.
In this workshop I offer some examples of our work: sound and the mystery of the universe,
Mickey Mouse and acoustic startle, rhythm, line, counterpoint, texture, chronobiology and neural
oscillators, and the first co-ordinated movements of babies.

Eyes, Feet, Ears and Hearts: Baroque Dance in Experimental Times
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Jed Wentz and Jennifer Thorp
Performer, conductor / Baroque performance and dance
Amsterdam Conservatory and Leiden University, Netherlands / New College, Oxford, UK
Baroque music today is generally performed with few fluctuations of tempo. Of the various
musical genres from the period, dance music is the least likely of all to be ‘rushed’ or ‘dragged’ for
expressive purposes. Is such rigidity of tempo a reflection of more general Modernist influences
in the early music and dance scene, or does it represent something which is stylistically and
technically inherent in Baroque dancing itself? This workshop, without attempting to use the often
ambiguous historical sources to justify one point of view or the other, proposes simply to look at
Baroque dance performed with expressive freedom, and to reflect upon the results both from the
dancer’s and the musician’s point of view. Specific 18th-century choreographies, as well as new
dances using Baroque step vocabulary, will be presented in a free manner, in the hopes of
stimulating discussion of the possible role of rubato in the performance of la belle danse.

Moving Musically with Young Children
Trish Keelan, Cynthia Knight, and Nancy Evans
Music in the Community
St Thomas Children’s Centre, Birmingham, UK
Over a number of years, artists, educators and researchers have been working collaboratively on
creative projects in Birmingham. These have taken place in a variety of early years settings, from
informal stay and plays through to nursery schools and even into family homes. Currently, our
focus is on Children’s Centre’s which bring together much of this provision together under one
roof. Underpinning all the projects has been an image of the child as inherently creative,
competent and curious – moving in experimental and communicative ways. A team of musicians
experienced at working with young children has grown and reflected together alongside early
years educators and researchers. Each musician is different but all share the desire to find ways
of working which discover, value, nurture and extend children’s existing communicative
musicality.
What was very clear to us early on was that it was impossible for us to look at children’s musicmaking alone and that we needed to look at how it interconnected with all other kinds of
expressive movement and role play. We also want to find out how we can engage effectively with
children’s early music and movement experiences at home and in the community. Our ongoing
questions include:
• How can we capitalise on children’s desire and ability to communicate with each other and
experiment from birth using the movement of music?
• How can we tune in to and extend children’s spontaneous music and movement play?
• How can we create musical places for children to be active and free to invent?
• How can we scaffold children’s music and movement learning without imposing our own
perspectives at the same time as recognising the inspiration our interventions can bring if done
with awareness and sensitivity?
• How can the different perspectives of musicians, educators and researchers be brought
together to reach a fuller understanding of all forms of children’s expressive music and
movement, and the creative imagination that grows with it?

Musical Timing and Perception
Dr Shelley Katz
Piano performance; Acoustics
ISC at Herstmonceux Castle (Queen’s University Canada), East Sussex, UK
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Multifaceted musician Shelley Katz was born in Montreal and won his first national competition at
the age of six, beginning his professional career with appearances at Expo '67 and for CBC. After
studying at the Conservatoire de Musique in Montreal, he completed his Bachelor and Master of
Music degrees as a scholarship student at the Julliard School in New York. Concerts across
North America including appearances at Carnegie Recital Hall followed his graduation. Katz then
moved to Europe where he continued to perform as a soloist, conducted in opera houses, and
developed concert and recording relationships with some of the world's leading singers, including
Nicolai Gedda, Dame Gwyneth Jones, and Katia Ricciarelli. From a position as Assistant Music
director in Mainz, Germany, Katz moved to England where he completed a multi-disciplinary
PhD. His performance career has taken him throughout the world, from the Santury Hall in Tokyo
to the Musikverein in Vienna, from the San Giorgio festival in Venice to the Wigmore Hall in
London. Recent recordings include his acclaimed rendition of the Goldberg Variations, and a
recording of Schumann's Dichterliebe with Jochen Kowalski. Currently, together with the
outstanding Canadian Lyric-Coloratura Diana Gilchrist, Katz is one of the 'Musicians in
Residence' at the English campus of Queen's University in Herstmonceux.

Seeking the Emotional Content of Performance
Tricia Anderson
Independent dance artist and educator
St Andrews, UK
R.S. Hatten describes the capacity of music to “move” the listener to tears. He noted that a piece
of music he had played as a student was only emotional on this scale when played by his
teacher, who included a range of musical gestures which Hatten had not used. In other words,
the additional movements of the teacher were used to convey that emotion.
A dancer also uses gestural timing and temporal dynamics to convey emotion. Technique alone
does not make a brilliant performer. The dancer’s ability to convince the audience about his or
her intention is essential. A brilliant dancer like Nureyev seemed to be able to internalize a
character and become that person on stage. His performance was convincing and moving as well
as technically amazing.
How does a performer prepare herself? She may be assisted in this by a knowledge of how the
brain and body (and emotion) are connected. It might be useful to use what can be called
emotional intelligence to remember how a particular emotion feels and to recreate it.
It is fascinating to note how many words which also relate to movement can be used to describe
music: “ moving,” “uplifting,” ” swaying,” ”spiraling,” “stepping,” “marching,” “falling,” etc. During
this workshop we will look at ways the performer might convey emotional intent. We will explore
how feelings can be expressed in dance. We will also touch on the work of Rudolf Laban. He
studied how the body moves in time and space and how we make efficient use of effort and
dynamic elements to express emotion in movement.
Does this have any relevance for the musician?
How does the choreographer interpret music?
How does a dancer feel the music?
Do musicians make poor dancers?
Are dancers any good as musicians?
A dance performance depends on the visual sense of the audience.
Music demands mainly the aural senses.
Both have the potential to engage emotional responses of the audience.
Both require an understanding of the body in time and space.
Could a musical expert tell what music I was dancing to without hearing it?
These are just some of the questions we will look at during the workshop.
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Saturday 15.40 – 17.20, Chair: Prof. Simon Frith
From Gang Violence to Break Battles: Gestures, Burners, and Musicality
Luis “Alien Ness” Martinez
B-Boying and Hip Hop Culture
New York City, USA
According to the godfather of Hip-Hop, Afrika Bambaataa, before there was Hip-Hop culture,
there was gang culture. It is no mystery that Hip-Hop borrowed significant ideologies and
behaviours from the street gangs of New York City. The camaraderie in the form of crews; the
fashion in the way these crews customized their clothing by displaying their crew name on the
backs of shirts; in the dance, moves were born from the aggressive lifestyle of gang members.
Dances such as ‘Rocking’, which was born on the streets of Brooklyn, and later ‘Breaking’, born
in South Bronx, were both heavily influenced by gangs and based around what the street dancers
call ‘burners’. Burners have their roots in the insulting and humiliating gestures used by one gang
unto another and have become the most important element of these two dances. Through
‘battling’, dancers gesticulate arrogantly, but creatively, in an attempt to outwit their opponents,
always using the music to guide them.

Timing is Everything: The Use of Dance Culture among Refugees to Reduce
Resettlement Trauma
Dr Pegge Vissicaro
Dance/Community Work
Arizona State University, USA
Timing, which refers to placement or occurrence in time, is everything among refugees. For
people in unfortunate circumstances due to war or natural disasters, timing means life or death
depending on whether or not one is able to evade personal harm and find refuge. With luck, good
timing provides the individual temporary protection and support. This process of relocation allows
refugees the chance to find order in their disrupted lives. However, forced displacement alters
reality and promotes deep psychological distress.
One effective mechanism for reducing resettlement trauma is the sharing and construction of
dance cultural knowledge. Refugees living in camps or in social service housing thousands of
miles away from their homeland implement strategies involving dance culture to adapt and
survive in these new environments.
This paper provides a discussion about how refugees in Phoenix, Arizona utilize dance culture to
facilitate organization and development of community to cope with resettlement problems.
Descriptions of specific case studies working with Dinka and Nuer from Sudan as well as Hutu
and Tutsi from Rwanda and Burundi support the understanding of these phenomena.
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Dance Improvisation Rules and Means in the Cuadro Flamenco
Eva Ordóñez Flores
Ethnomusicology
Universidad de Guadalajara, Mexico
The aim of this presentation is to study flamenco dance components. The traditional form in
which it appears is called the cuadro flamenco. It is at least constituted of a dancer, a guitarist
and a singer. The feeling of spontaneity given off by the performance is only possible because of
the existence of very strict codes and rules. Those rules are inherent in dance, to such a point
that, even if the choreography is pre-established or appears in a ballet form, those elements
continue to be present. Each piece of the flamenco repertoire has a structural organisation, more
or less flexible according to the piece which is performed, but which is prescriptive enough to be
respected. The elements that compose the structural choreography are articulated between
themselves by very brief and intermediary phases called llamadas, or ‘calls’. This frame, which a
priori seems to be rigid, marks out the performer’s choreographic interpretation. What seems to
be paradoxical is that it is precisely those restrictive margins that allow the artistic expression in
its largest dimension. The freedom of expression, which at first seems relatively narrow, can be
expanded thanks to the mastery of technique, rules and means.
The osmosis among artists and the spontaneity we can perceive in a flamenco performance is
possible because of the co-existence of a knowledge - as much incarnated as that of a mother
tongue - and a restrictive framework done by the structure of the choreography. Although the
improvisation is present and seems to be manifested in a natural way, the phenomenon is far
from being lacking in calculation. To a lesser extent, it could be compared to calculations we do
when we accomplish simple gestures in our daily life. Indeed, it is a rapid and complex process of
perception and of reaction to a context. Furthermore, the reaction could not be adapted in the
situation without the knowledge of the codes and the means implemented without pertinence.
The improvisation is only possible if all the participants at the performance know and respect
certain codes and know and interpret in a pertinent way certain signs adapted to a specific
context.
My object here is not to dwell on a study of the cognitive phenomenon of improvisation, but to
target and decipher the means implemented by the artists in this performance.

Wittgensteinʼs Grinding Teeth: Listening to Dance and Hearing Movement
Mary Fogarty
Music and Dance Practice
University of Edinburgh, UK
In this paper, I introduce Ludwig Wittgenstein’s ideas from Philosophical Investigations about
imagining music, listening to music and moving to music. For this philosopher, thinking itself is a
physical activity. People think about and listen to music while dancing or watching other dancers
(sometimes doing both simultaneously). For many people, dancing is a musical activity. Why then
is dancing (especially social dance, popular dance, and vernacular dance) systematically
neglected and undertheorized in the study of music? It is clear that the artificial separation of
music and dance has raised many problems for musicology and popular music studies (not to
mention dance and performance studies).
I will illustrate an alternative, integrated approach by discussing my current project about b-boy
and b-girl (and hip hop) culture. This includes both theoretical and methodological insights gained
from research I conducted of various b-boy/b-girl practices in Los Angeles, Montreal, Toronto,
Liverpool and Edinburgh.

Sunday 9.30 – 11.10, Chair: Prof. Dave Lee
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Moving in time during solo and ensemble music performance
Dr Peter Keller
Neuroscience of Movement
Max Planck Institute, Leipzig, Germany
Musicians engage in auditory imagery to keep the ideal sound in mind during music performance.
A goal in performance is to realize this ideal sound through the precise control of body
movements. The accuracy with which movements are timed is typically crucial. Some musical
actions require rapidity, some require regularity, and others require specific expressive timing
profiles to be produced. These requirements are usually augmented by the need to synchronize
with others in ensembles.
I will discuss findings from a set of experimental studies that investigated how the ability to meet
such temporal goals is influenced by the anticipation of sounds produced through a musician’s
own movements, as well as the anticipation of another musician’s sounds. The first study
examined the effects of anticipatory auditory imagery on finger movement timing and kinematics
in auditory sequence production tasks that were designed to approximate the demands of solo
performance. The main focus of the second study is on the relationship between individual
performers’ auditory imagery abilities and the coordination of movements (anterior-posterior body
sway) and sounds with co-performers in piano duos.
The findings, along with neuroscientific evidence for sensory-motor integration networks in the
brain, are suggestive of an intimate relationship between auditory imagery and the motor control
processes that underlie music performance. Specifically, cross-modal ‘anchoring’ by auditory
images may stabilize motor control in the context of both solo and ensemble performance. Thus,
anticipatory auditory imagery may facilitate musical action control by providing a scaffold (i.e., a
network of discrete anchor points) upon which continuous individual and group movement
dynamics can hang.

Coherence of Form and Motion in Judging the Impossibility of Real and
Manipulated Ballet Movements
Dr Frank Pollick
Psychology and Dance
Department of Psychology, University of Glasgow, UK
We examined how much degradation of a point-light action is necessary before ratings of the
movement quality indicate that it is impossible. A preliminary experiment, using temporal offsets
to a single joint of a simple movement, showed that ratings of impossibility were affected by
temporal offsets as short as 170 msec. It was also found that judgments were sensitive to both
kinematic measures of the coherence of form (nonrigidity in the image of links between adjacent
joints) and motion (correlation of image velocities of adjacent joints). In the next experiment we
used 2-second segments of point-light ballet movement and examined the effect of introducing
temporal offsets into the position of every joint. Temporal offset levels ranged from 0 to 976 msec
RMS.
Results showed that judged impossibility of movement increased to maximum levels (definitely
impossible) at high levels of temporal offset. Kinematic measures of form and motion coherence
were consistent with these behavioral results. In a final experiment we used a novel technique of
introducing temporal offsets (0 to 976 msec RMS) into the joint-angles of a hierarchical
representation of the ballet actions. As temporal offsets increased, this technique preserved the
spatial integrity of the human form while degrading the coordination of the movement. Movement
coordination, as revealed by the correlation of joint-angle velocities, was substantially affected by
increasing temporal offsets. However, in the image, both motion and form coherence was only
slightly affected. These displays were shown to novices and expert ballerinas and both groups
revealed nearly identical results. While ballerinas appeared slightly more sensitive to small
deviations from natural movements, both groups showed substantially reduced ratings of
movement impossibility for the maximum levels of temporal offset when compared to the
previous experiment. These results suggest that while experts might show an advantage in the
parameter space immediately surrounding a natural movement, for larger deviations their results
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and those of novices, appear to be dominated by the form and motion coherence revealed in the
images. These results are relevant to discussion of direct and visual matching hypotheses of
human action recognition.

The Two Layers of the Specious Present
Andy McGuiness
Music and Philosophy
Open University, UK
The specious present is generally accounted to be the period around the present moment in
which we can have direct experience of the succession of events, and of the flow of time. I
propose that the specious present actually divides into two nested layers, with the experience of
succession located separately from the experience of temporal flow.
William James, in The Principles of Psychology (1891), characterised the specious present as
varying between about 1 second and 12 seconds, while Husserl (1991) relates it to the
experience of musical melody. This is also the timescale discussed by Pöppel (1978), while
recent philosophical work (Dainton 2003; Gallagher 2003) has described the specious present at
the level of motor action, a few hundred milliseconds. At this timescale, the reconciliation of
temporal integration and temporal structure in the specious present can be attributed to very fast
feedback at the subpersonal level, provided by forward modelling mechanisms for motor actions
(Fuster 1997; Grush 2006).
However, the experience of succession within these timeframes is notoriously unreliable. I
propose a two-layer model of the specious present, with short timescale temporal integrations at
the motor action level organised into sequences at the level of a few seconds, which is the
timescale of a melodic phrase or a line of poetry (Turner and Pöppel 1988), and reciprocal
interchanges between mother and child (Dissanayake 2000). It is also the level of what Elisabeth
Pacherie calls P-intentions or proximal intentions, which are chains of M-intentions or motor
intentions (Pacherie 2008). Several events occuring within the space of a few seconds can be
individually identified and their sequence explicitly recalled (Lashley 1967 (1951); Crowder 1978).
I describe a speculative correlation between the tactus level in music and the level of motor
actions, based on the recognition of different mechanisms for timing for within-tactus rhythmic
figures (Repp, London et al. 2005; McAuley, Frater et al. 2006).

Multisensory Integration of Drumming Actions: The Effect of Musical Expertise on
Perceived Audiovisual Asynchrony
Dr Karin Petrini and Dr Frank Pollick
Psychology and Dance
Department of Psychology, University of Glasgow, UK
We investigated the effect of musical expertise on sensitivity to asynchrony for drumming pointlight displays, which varied in their physical characteristics (Experiment 1) or in their degree of
audiovisual congruency (Experiment 2 and 3). In Experiment 1, 21 repetitions of 81 point-light
movies (3 tempos x 3 accents x 9 SOAs) were presented to 4 jazz drummer experts and 4
novices. In Experiment 2, 21 repetitions of 27 point-light movies (3 audiovisual incongruency
conditions x 9 SOAs) were presented through headphones or loudspeakers to 3 jazz drummer
experts and 3 novices. Finally in Experiment 3, 10 repetitions of 18 point-light movies (2
audiovisual incongruency conditions x 9 SOAs) were presented to 13 drummer experts and 13
novices. Participants gave forced-choice judgments of audiovisual synchrony.
The results of Experiment 1 show a clear enhancement in experts’ ability to detect asynchrony
especially for slower drumming tempo. In Experiment 2 a consistent decrease of the Temporal
Integration Window (TIW) width was found for incongruent stimuli, independently from the sound
source. Finally, the results of Experiment 3 demonstrated a qualitative difference between
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drummers’ and novices’ sensitivity to asynchrony for incongruent stimuli with a significant
decrease in TIW width only for the latter group.

Sunday 11.30 – 12.50, Chair: Prof. Peter Nelson
The Acousmatic Gesture
Dr Robert Dow
Electroacoustic Composition
University of Edinburgh, UK
Recorded sound, although severed from its pro-phonographic ‘original’, does not appear to lack
an ability to depict the physical: human action upon and within the apparently concrete. Detached
from other modes of sensual information, the auditor must rely substantially on his or her
historical, aural understanding of the world in order to make sense of the materials, forces and
environments being sonically portrayed. Whereas both the photographic and to an even greater
extent, the cinematic record (at least for the fully sighted) may certainly seem to furnish us quickly
with detailed evidence of a singular pro-photographic event, the sound record gives the
impression of being descriptively more ambiguous: a range of possibilities are imagined lying
between the quite specific and the more generic.
Although acousmatic music does not generally limit itself to employing sound material indicative
of known sources and causes, such as the traditional and more familiar articulations of the vocal
or the instrumental, within its unknown sound world there is nevertheless an important implication
of the presence of human gesture: communicative human movement. The nature of this gestural
material is of significant consequence to both the creation and performance of acousmatic music.
This paper explores the distinctive qualities of the acousmatic gesture, the methods of its creation
and of its performance, within the context of changing technological trends.

Shaping The Electroacoustic Gesture: Theoretical and Performative Intersections
Between Modern Dance and Electroacoustic Music
Dr Peter V. Swendsen
Electroacoustic Music Composition, Interactive music/dance performance
Oberlin Conservatory of Music, Ohio, USA
Electroacoustic music and modern dance are often partnered in concert, a pas de deux of
disciplines vibrant in experimental practice but lacking a mature theoretical framework. Both fields
are in need of more refined and far-reaching terminology, a fact particularly highlighted in
collaborative situations that include participants from both. My current research uses such
situations to examine ways in which these complimentary disciplines can assist each other in
developing a more comprehensive language for understanding compositional processes,
transmission in performance, and audience reception.
The two principle points of departure for this discussion—the terms that respectively represent
the greatest divergence and commonality between electroacoustic music and modern dance—
are physicality and abstraction. Electroacoustic music often remains estranged from physicality in
its production, performance, and consumption. Conversely, dance transmits through corporeal
agents in space, providing a literal embodiment of content and structure. Despite this deviating
reliance on physical links to the real world, both electroacoustic music and modern dance rely
heavily on a process of abstraction to attain their desired results.
In addition, a middle ground is quickly emerging as practitioners of electroacoustic music
increasingly rely on physical interfaces to create “composed instruments” and “modulated
objects,” while movement artists grapple with the augmentation and even the disappearance of
the physical body in virtual space. The opportunity therefore exists to develop a terminology that
will frame this middle ground where movement and music now meet, particularly in regard to
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interactive performance technologies and real-time relationships between physical presence and
electroacoustic sound.
In addition to presenting a brief overview of the theoretical work above, I will share early
observations from the performance-based phase of my research, just under way at Oberlin. I am
currently working with three Conservatory musicians (a cellist, a percussionist, and a vocalist)
who also have an interest and/or background in modern dance and improvised movement.
Together, we are undertaking short studies in which interactive technologies (sensors, video
tracking) allow the performers to influence electroacoustic sound in real-time. Having used such
technologies with dancers in the past, I am particularly interested in how the results vary when, in
this case, the participants are more accustomed to using their physical gestures to produce
sound.

Hybrid Compositional Systems
Dr Sophia Lycouris
Dance Improvisation
Edinburgh College of Art, UK
This presentation discusses hybrid compositional systems and how these are manifested in
collaborative performance work between musicians and dancers.
Frequently the relationship between sound and movement in live performance appears strangely
hierarchical. What is usually described as a dance performance is a movement and sound event,
yet the description of the event as dance somehow implies that movement is the focus, whereas
sound is simply the accompaniment. Even more strangely, in the creative process of such work,
what comes first is the sound which is usually self-contained, whereas the movement follows and
is created ‘in relation to the sound’, therefore depending on it.
In hybrid compositional systems, this hierarchy is challenged or, at least, partially challenged: the
performance event becomes the sum of all sound and movement elements and most importantly,
the result of intricate relationships between them. Certain sections of Vaslav Nijinsky’s
choreography on Igor Stravinsky’s score The Rite of Spring (1913), as well as the work of Belgian
choreographer Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker in the last twenty years with music by various
composers such as Steve Reich and Thierry De Mey demonstrate highly intricate rhythmical
relationships between sound and movement elements. In choreographer Jonathan Burrows’
recent collaborations with composer Matteo Fargion, the rhythmic relationships between sound
and movement emerge as a result of a total lack of composed sound, and its re-appearance in
the vocals of the two artists who are also the performers of this work.
However in improvisational performance, the hierarchy manifested in set work totally
disintegrates, as the performance event is created in real-time through continuous interactions
between all its constituent elements. However, could we argue that movement and sound are still
different and therefore contribute to the final result in different ways: movement through marking
the space, and sound though marking time? The collaborative work between dance artists Katie
Duck, Julyen Hamilton and Sophia Lycouris and improvising musicians will be used to explore
this proposition.

ʻClement Crisp is in the Houseʼ - Mediated Delineations of the Composerʼs Role in
Dance.
Richard Witts
Musicology
University of Edinburgh, UK
In 2004, Wayne McGregor’s Random Dance Company gave the premiere in London of his
AtaXia, danced to the complete score of Michael Gordon’s Trance (1994), a major work wellknown in modern music circles and twice commercially recorded. Yet dance reviewers of AtaXia
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described the score in terms of ‘background sounds’ and ‘a tape’, even though the music was
played live by a chamber orchestra. This paper examines causes for this level of mediation,
where here the score precedes the choreography, or where elsewhere the compositional impulse
is misjudged by those interpreting events for public representation. (With thanks to David
Vaughan of the Merce Cunningham Dance Company, and Scottish Ballet.)

Sunday 14.00 – 15.50, Chair: Prof. Nigel Osborne
Kinesthetic Empathy in Watching Dance
Prof. Dee Reynolds
Dance and Performance Studies
University of Manchester, UK
In this paper I shall look at the question of kinesthetic empathy and its relevance to the reception
of dance. Kinesthetic empathy can be defined as a process whereby spectators experience
movement sensations such as speed and flow, which can be accompanied by related feelings
and ideas.
An important source for the concept of kinesthetic empathy is Theodor Lipps’ theory of
‘Einfühlung’ as inner mimesis. Lipps (1851-1914) argued that when observing a static object,
such as a line, the spectator could experience the line as active (rising, sinking), where the
dynamism of the act of perception was transferred onto the line itself. When observing a body in
motion, such as an acrobat, the spectator could experience an ‘inner mimesis’, where they felt as
if they were enacting the actions they were observing. This shared dynamism of subject and
object implied the notion of virtual, or imaginary movement.
Kinesthetic empathy and related concepts took on particular relevance in the context of
modernism, with its emphasis on abstraction and the idea that the receiver should respond
directly to the medium of the work rather than to a narrative content.
Lipps’ ideas had a significant influence on the contexts both of German ‘Ausdruckstanz’
(expressive dance) and early modern dance in the US. In the US, his ideas were taken up and
developed by the influential dance critic John Martin (1893–1985), who championed the dance of
Mary Wigman and Martha Graham. Martin’s role in relation to modern dance in many ways
resembled that of Clement Greenberg in relation to modernist painting. Martin argued that what
he variously called the spectator’s ‘inner mimicry’, ‘kinesthetic sympathy’ or ‘metakinesis’ was a
motor experience which left traces – ‘paths’ – closely associated with emotions in the
neuromuscular system. Sensory experience could have the effect of ‘reviving memories of
previous experiences over the same neuromuscular paths’, and also of ‘making movements or
preparations for movement’ (Martin 1939).
Martin’s theory of kinesthetic empathy has been strongly criticised, on the grounds that it ‘denies
difference’ (Foster 1998) and ‘universalises the personal and essentialises the irrational’ (Franko
2002). However, as dance scholar Ann Daly has argued: ‘Dance, although it has a visual
component, is fundamentally a kinesthetic art whose apperception is grounded not just in the eye
but in the entire body’ (Daly 2002). It is therefore crucial to reassess the role of kinesthetic
empathy in watching dance, all the more so since recent studies in neuroscience also suggest
that ‘when watching dance the observer is in a sense virtually dancing along’ (Hagendoorn 2004).
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Kinaesthetic Hearing in the Choreographic Practice
Dr Stephanie Schroedter
Dance/Music (theatre) research and Musicology
Bayreuth University, Germany
How does a choreographer hear music, if he primarily takes music, that is acoustical movements,
as basis for his work to create dancing and thus visually recognizable movements? The question
sounds banal, but is rather complex and therefore can hardly be answered generally.
Nonetheless, it imposes itself immediately, if one wants to trace the interaction between dance
and music in the theatre – from the various forms of dance theatre up to contemporary
performances. Without a doubt, this question is raised anew with each choreography and will
then offer various answers as to how a choreographer hears music, what he associates with it
and what he feels. At last, a precise answer to this question can only be found by a structural
analysis, on the basis of which general choreomusical practices can then be detected.
The frequent custom in choreographies to consult pre-existing concert music, that is in the
broadest sense music which is not meant for a scenic or even dancing implementation, does not
only offer interesting information about the different choreomusical strategies, but also allows
valuable conclusions about different “forms of hearing” or rather “hearing strategies”: One and the
same music – like the various choreographies for Bach’s Goldberg variations – is heard (by the
choreographers) differently each time and is, as a consequence, then also seen differently (by
the audience) – thus a “hearing creativity” of its own develops. The far-reaching spectre of
choreographic examinations of music, which has been so far extensively underrated from the
perspective of dance and music research, will be selectively re-opened in my paper from the
perspective of the dance interpretations of pre-existing non-dancing music. In this context, I want
to focus particularly on choreographies to “New Music”, which, analogous to the new hearing
concepts of compositions, also experiment with new perspectives (“optic concepts”) on dancing,
at the same time challenging the artists (choreographers, dancers) as well as the recipients
(audience) to a “kinaesthetic hearing”.
The term “kinaesthetic hearing”, which I did not to find in specialist literature up to now, seems to
mark a central point that is especially suited to approach this phenomenon from a very general
perspective, in order to then specify and illustrate it by giving some examples: In this context,
choreographies by the Swiss Martin Schläpfer for compositions of György Ligeti (Ramifications)
and Helmut Lachenmann (Tanzsuite mit Deutschlandlied) will be presented.

TSÖBIM - A New Approach in Representing and Thinking about Music
Dr Ben Schögler
Psychology of Movement
University of Edinburgh, UK
There is something in the pattern of flow in music and dance that communicates the creative,
human expression of self. There is something about the way we move. For thousands of years
we have danced, engaging with ourselves and each other, telling stories with our bodies, whilst
musicians’ fingers, palms, lips, lungs and hands have sculpted sound to share those same
narratives in creativity and expression. All the while artists seek to describe and share those
forms, employing a dance of light, visual metaphor or the poetic language of bodies in motion.
There are common principles in the way that we engage with each other to express and
communicate that go beyond modality. What are they? Our brains resonate to the sounds and
movements with related temporal patterns of neural activity, and if the dancer is performing to a
piece of music, they express related temporal patterns in their own movements. We propose that
it is nervous information about how the brain uses perceptual information to guide the body to
achieve purposeful action that is the substrate for art and all communicative acts. A novel
approach to analysing sound will be presented to illustrate how this 'nervous information' may be
perceived in the sounds we make and how it is manipulated for artistic effect.
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Getting into the Groove: James Brown, Funk and the Rhythmic Lock
Dr Robert Davis
Musicology
Leeds Metropolitan University/Open University, UK
In the late 1960s, James Brown became known as the Godfather of funk, claiming to have
invented a new rhythmic groove which became known as funk. The musical style which emerged
from this period centres around the concept of the groove and has always been closely
associated with dance and the moving body. This paper explores the creative processes involved
in the creation of the James Brown groove during the 1960s and the way that his ideas circulated
in the wider musical community. Taking a broadly musicological approach, the discussion
focuses on the analysis of the rhythmic lock as a means of explaining how the groove is
constructed.
The concept of the funk groove is generally misunderstood or reduced to a number of isolated
factors including the subdivision of the beat into smaller units, the use of repeated patterns or
riffs, the introduction of rhythmic timbres such as the scratch guitar and the improvisatorycompositional process known as the jam. As constituent elements in the creation of the funk
groove they can be easily identified but these elements alone do not explain the effect of the
musical groove which is to make you move.
The paper will determine the factors involved in the creation of the funk groove and points to the
idea that the so called invention of funk was not a eureka moment but instead a gradual process
of trial and error which took place over a number of years. Moreover, the creation of the groove
was not just a journey for James Brown alone, but one which his backing group, the JBs,
contributed extensively to. In examining the processes involved in the creation of the groove and
the way that the groove works musically, we can begin to gain a better understanding of the close
connection that exists between the music, the body, movement and dance.

Posters
New Approaches to Musical/Choreographic Analysis: Looking Backwards in
Music Theory to be able to Move Forward
Renate Bräuninger
Dance
Liverpool Hope University, UK
Musical/choreographic analysis is a fairly young research discipline. The pioneers in this field
have attempted to create an awareness of the interdependence of music and dance in
choreography. They have mainly achieved this by exploring the structural parameters in which
this relationship could be described. Only recently scholars have examined the affective impact of
music on dance as well as gestural connections between music and movement. In my own
research I explore the possibility of relations between pitch contour in music and the shape of the
body in space. Those relations might also open up possibilities to describe the affective impact of
music onto choreography and vice versa.
To describe the possible meaning a body can convey in space in terms of the figural or the
Gestalt, I have used François Lyotard’s text Discourse Figure (1971) and in the broader context
of my research also the writings of Gilles Deleuze. While preoccupying myself with those two
philosophers I discovered the importance of Henri Bergson’s (1859-1941) writing on the
development of their philosophical thinking. Bergson’s concepts of the interrelationship between
time and space, becomings and multiplicities have been discovered by French postructuralist
thinking and became an integral part of it. Bergson’s philosophy was widely perceived across the
disciplines by his contemporaries.
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In the context of my research, the Bergson reception by the Swiss musicologist Ernst Kurth
(1886-1946) seems of particular importance. The latter’s theoretical approach is useful to
describe music in primarily energetic terms and he emphases the importance of a horizontal
analysis of music over a vertical one. Kurth also examines our perception of music through
afterimages of, for example, contours of melodies - which closely relates to the relationships
Bergson perceives between time and space. This approach might be useful in interlinking the
aural and visual perception through the imagery of shapes or Gestalten in space and to discover
how those relations might have connections to the affective impact music and movement have on
each other and how we perceive this in time. I will illustrate my points through the analysis of
choreography by George Balanchine and by Anne Teresa de Keersmaeker. In the work of both
choreographers music plays a central role and is often the source of choreographic inspiration.
Apart from rhythm as a central parameter, I will show how the figural or the Gestalt creates sites
of meaning and emotional response in their work.
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Personality Types and Musical Interaction
Tommi Himberg
Cognitive Musicology
Finnish Centre of Excellence in Interdisciplinary Music Research, Jyväskylä University,
Finland
Our personalities can be seen as interfaces between us and our social environments. Personality
traits describe the ways in which individuals tend to engage in social interactions – will they also
predict their behaviour in musical interaction?
Previous studies in interpersonal musical interaction, using the co-operative tapping paradigm,
have shown participants prefer interacting with other humans rather than computers and have
also demonstrated better accuracy and stability with human partners compared with similar but
non-responsive computer tappers. Informal observations of the pairs of participants suggest that
even in the confines of a formal experiment, the personalities of the participants shape the social
dynamics of the situation. The current study investigates this in a systematic fashion.
In this study, personality traits were measured using standardised tests (Big Five Inventory BFI
(John & Srivastava 1999) for Extroversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism and
Openness) and Scale for Interpersonal Behaviour SIB (Arrindell & Van der Ende 1985) for
various aspects of Assertiveness). Accuracy, stability and coordination in interpersonal rhythmic
tasks (synchronisation, continuation and turn-taking) were also measured. For these duet tasks,
people were paired based on their BFI and SIB scores, creating pairs with either matching or
contrasting profiles.
Music is a relatively “safe” domain for interaction, providing a medium of self-expression for many
who struggle with other forms of social interaction. This research will hopefully contribute to the
study of the nature of music as a communicative system, with its unique features and those
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shared with language and non-verbal communication.

Researching Non-Hierarchal Interactive Relationships within Interdisciplinary
Improvisation
Vangelis Lympouridis, Beatriz Cantinho, Shiori Usui, and Mike Greer
Music, Dance, Informatics, Philosophy
University of Edinburgh and ECA, Scoland, UK
This proposal is concerned with the early findings of an interdisciplinary collaboration. The project
explores interdisciplinary relationships within the context of performance, music composition and
Interactive design. The aim is to explore the construction of a performance orientated situation
proposed as a sculptural object. The realisation of this “object” refers to the construction of a
landscape as being a composition of time, space and structure that leads to a specific
observation in a unique framing.
The research explores improvisation methods on a non-hierarchal relationship between
movement, sound and Interactive elements. We are developing ways of creating scores that can
be shared between dancers and musicians. These scores are realised via a juxtaposition of
temporal and structural concepts fundamental to contemporary theories of Dance, Interactivity
and Sound Composition.
These theories are applied to a specific image quality that can be described as a representation
of time. The image produces a specific visual perception from the point of view of the audience
that can be identified as a state of contemplation. Therefore, the approach is sensory and not
simply rational.
Our research encompasses extensive testing and comparison of various motion analysis
techniques originating from camera based systems through to whole-body wireless sensor based
tracking techniques. The resulting analysis of temporal and spatial movements is then fed to
interactive composition methods. These methods are based on the manipulation of audio
originating from recorded body sounds or synthesised sounds that employ qualities of body
mechanics and other biometric data.
This collaboration is currently in progress and the first public presentation is scheduled for the
end of June in Edinburgh’s Dance Base Centre for contemporary dance. This conference will be
an ideal platform for us to present our ideas to an academic audience and receive useful
feedback for further development.

Moving from Music to Empathy through Movement
Tal-Chen Rabinowitch
Music Psychology
Cambridge University, UK
My research explores the social nature of Musical Group Interaction (MGI) and the ways in which
it can be directed towards the long-term enhancement of emotional empathy. Various features of
MGI are predicted to be transferable outside of the MGI sessions to day-to-day interactions with
other people, intensifying empathy in these interactions. These include entrainment (the coordination of attentional and motoric processes between participants), movement/embodiment
(both as a cognitive perceptual experience in the emotional perception of music and as an actual
physical movement or embodiment occurring in music-making especially in the context of
interaction between individuals), overtly mimetic behaviour and the experience of a nonconflictual communication through music.
These predictions are being tested by means of a series of experiments exploring the effects of
repeated and carefully structured MGI sessions on school children’s empathic capacities. The
MGI sessions consist of various musical tasks in the form of pre-arranged musical games
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designed to encourage particular elements in the interaction (e.g. entrainment,
movement/embodiment, joint intentionality, intersubjectivity) and at the same time to discourage
negative elements (e.g. self-absorption, conflict). The MGI sessions will be analyzed using
qualitative as well as quantitative methodologies in order to underpin the key elements of musical
group interaction that are most important for promoting empathy.
A detailed theoretical model will be presented, along with an outline of the experimental design
and MGI sessions. Special emphasis will be given to the role of movement and embodiment in
the emotional perception of music and specifically in the social context of musical group
interaction.

Modelling in Creativity and Music Cognition Using a Complexity Science
Approach
Shama Rahman
Complexity Sciences, Cognitive and physiological Neuroscience, Musicology, and
Creativity research
Imperial College London (Institute of Mathematics), Goldsmiths College (Centre for
Cognition, Culture and Computing), UK
The aim of my research is to explore patterns in electrical brain activity that are a result of a
musician’s playing. The focus in particular is to elucidate what happens when creative leaps and
ingenuity occur during this playing. The exploration of patterns is to be done by using analysis
commonly used in complexity science.
So far, this area has been explored in areas of neuroscience that span reductionist experimental
biology techniques (e.g., molecular biology), anatomical studies (e.g., which regions of the brain
correspond to rhythm and beat perception, or motor cortex areas that are larger in pianists, etc.)
and cognitive studies where attempts are made to relate qualitative behaviours and stages of
creativity with the underlying biology. In addition, the different cognitive components of creativity
such as working memory, attention, sensorimotor integration (sensory input signals linked to
motor signal outputs), mental imagery, perception and consciousness have been investigated to
an extent by relating them to different components of electrical brain activity
(electroencephalograms or EEG) particularly for use in techniques such as neurofeedback.
Using a complexity sciences approach would hopefully unify all of the current research by
building models and simulations of musical creativity including new information gathered
experimentally. Such information would include brain anatomy mapping, i.e. what areas, regions
and nuclei in the brain are responsible for generating EEG components specific to a creative
process. It would also include in what order and how (mathematical patterns within and between
the different EEG frequency interactions) the regions interact during different aspects of music
cognition and creativity. Thus the models will elucidate further the cognitive top-down processing
involved in musical creativity.
At the current stage of my research I have designed a protocol that is designed to examine the
“EEG activity signatures” of a musician when playing 30 musical stimuli (3 to 4 bars of music from
relatively unknown classical composers that span a variety of keys, tonalities (major and minor),
tempos, motivic patterns, number of notes and melodic contours). Subjects are asked to play the
stimuli as presented and then asked to modify one aspect of the music while keeping all others
the same and this ranges through each of tempo, dynamics (emotional conveyance) and
“phrasing and articulation” (slurring) to investigate interpretive creativity and then tonality, rhythm,
motivic patterns, number of notes and melodic contours to investigate different aspects of music
cognition. Finally, subjects are asked to improvise based on the stimulus they were given to
investigate a more compositional creativity.

I act, hear and see, but is it really me? Cross-Modal Effects in the Perception of
Biological Motion
33

Vassilis Sevdalis
Psychology
Max Planck Institute of Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany
Embodied experience affords essential information for action perception. Perception of
environmental stimuli and action tendencies towards them are mediated by motor processes. The
body acts as a link between perception and action. Intentions, emotions, and mental states are
shared and communicated by corporeal movements and can be perceived by the observation of
kinematic body cues in point-light displays. Perceptual sensitivity to human bodily movement
tends to be higher if the observer is the agent of the action. Observers are able to discriminate
between their own and others’ actions when depicted as point-light displays. Such agency effects
have been mainly investigated by focusing on either visual or auditory modalities. Nevertheless,
the understanding and control of bodily actions requires integration of sensory information from
many different channels. Specifically, can auditory cues about bodily actions influence the
perception of point-light action patterns? The aim of this study is to investigate self recognition in
point-light displays when actions and stimuli are presented in visual or audiovisual modalities.
Participants are invited to execute different ecologically valid actions (i.e., dancing to musical
stimuli) and subsequently identify the agent (self vs. other) from the point-light displays. Results
are discussed in relation to common coding theory and embodied simulation theory.

Political Implications of the Use of Song in Zero Degrees (2005) by Sidi Larbi
Cherkaoui and Akram Khan
Lise Uytterhoeven
Dance and Theatre Studies
University of Surrey, UK
Live vocal music, integrated in the dancing body, takes a central place in the work of Belgian
choreographer Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui. The implications of his dramaturgical use of song are farreaching with regard to a specific scene from the internationally acclaimed work zero degrees
(2005), choreographed and performed by Cherkaoui with Akram Khan and combining music by
Nitin Sawhney and sculpture by Antony Gormley. Flemish-Moroccan Cherkaoui and BritishBengali Khan both come from mixed cultural backgrounds, being raised Islamic within Western
society. A heightened sense of political relevance has been attributed to zero degrees, because
its premiere took place only days after the 07/07 London bombings.
In zero degrees, Cherkaoui performs the Hebrew song ‘Yerushalayim Shel Zahav’ or ‘Jerusalem
of Gold’ (1967), which has grown into a nationalistic Israeli symbol. Abandoning any sense of
meter, the melody becomes extremely protracted, offering a stark contrast with Khan’s
simultaneous rapid, convulsive movements. The use of this song becomes significant on a
political level beyond the obvious. The incomprehensibility of foreign languages through the
polyglossia of theatre texts, working towards the musicalisation of language characteristic of
Lehmann’s (2006) postdramatic theatre, often leaves the spectator frustrated with his or her own
incapacity to understand the text. Focusing towards the musical qualities of language instead,
may set off a process of exoticising and othering, while more pertinent issues are overlooked.
When the illegitimate Basque origins of ‘Yerushalayim Shel Zahav’ are unveiled, the scene from
zero degrees demonstrates the Derridean notion of ‘iterability’, ‘a critique of pure identity’ and
frustrated ‘search for an ultimate origin’, indicating the work shares characteristics with liminal
performance (Broadhurst, 1999, p.50). With this new realisation, nationalistic ideas are difficult to
retain.
By presenting ambiguous, multi-layered theatrical images of a high sign density, Cherkaoui
attempts to raise awareness among the spectators, albeit indirectly. He proposes a flexible
approach to such complex political issues as the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, countering one-sided
and ethnocentric views and refusing a dogmatic, singular stance, but instead utilising multiple
viewpoints simultaneously. This can be seen to establish Van Kerkhoven’s (1999) ‘macro
dramaturgy of the social’ or the dramaturgical activity through which theatre executes its function
in society. However, the prerequisite for grasping the complexity of the song and its implications
is a foreknowledge audiences are unlikely to possess; therefore Cherkaoui’s dance theatre’s
social function can be seen to work casually and in retrospect, through a discourse surrounding
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the work offstage.
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Ergonomic Issues with the Pipe Organ
Dimitrios Vlachos
Historical instrument research
University of Edinburgh, UK
The ergonomics of musical instruments is an important topic, as the implications affect both the
performer and the performance. The pipe organ is an instrument with a plethora of ergonomic
issues. My PhD research examines the pipe organ’s registration controls (‘stops’), manual/s,
pedal boards and external parameters separately.
This poster will illustrate synoptically the most important ergonomic issues of pipe organs, such
as: registration manipulation, controls (knobs, sliders, switches, tabs), motion, geometries, organ
console design layout, light levels, environmental conditions (such as temperature and humidity),
design protocols of pipe organ components, music desks, music benches, sound levels and
positions. A short reference of the potential performance implications will be included
epigrammatically.
The importance of the poster is that it addresses the ergonomic issues of the organ’s elements.
These issues will be followed by short explanatory comments, as well as the essential
parameters which are connected with these ergonomic issues. Pipe organ design is closely
related to performance. Organ builders designed these instruments to maximise the musical
function. However, organists still have to overcome technical difficulties due to ergonomic
complications. Therefore, human factors of pipe organs should be presented as an essential part
of organology knowledge.
The main scope of the poster is to raise questions about human factors related to the pipe organ,
and in particular, any impact of the pipe organ’s design on the organist’s movements and the
music produced when playing the instrument. The secondary aim is to consider any ideas related
to the topic that have not yet been predicted. It is expected that performers and music scholars
may provide valuable feedback and testify personal experiences from ergonomic issues.
Performance gestures, postures, difficulties, or preferences will result in the re-evaluation of
existing issues or motivate the creative consideration of new ergonomic parameters.

Musical Negotiation in a Jazz Duet
Rebecca Wheatley
Music Psychology
Psychomuse, Nanterre University, Paris X
Musical negotiation was analysed between two accomplished jazz musicians in a practice studio
setting. Questions prior to this pilot study asked of musical communication, turn-taking, roles, and
of achieving of moments of complicity, groove, solitude and misunderstanding. The intention was
also to address how we come to make personality inferences from a player’s performance
(timid/bold, modest/pretentious); how it is that some performers can be flamboyant movers,
others unostentatious, and yet convey similar rhythmical information; and whether it useful or
inhibiting to be a corporally-expressive player. A fundamental aspect of this study, however,
inquired about the management of time during performance. General qualitative observations
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were made of video data, and post-performance interviews at one week and six weeks were
conducted which confirmed, countered and enlightened observations. Interview content included
talk of their relations with one other, musical history, musician roles and physical gestures. The
structure of each standard (including solo beginnings and endings, etc.) was also confirmed
during the second interview, along with a self-evaluation of felt moments of ‘complicity’ and
‘solitude’ as the videos were shown to the musicians. Observations were that musicians tended
to orient towards virtual categories of space, that a large disparity existed between the “physical
verbosity” of each musician, and that turn-taking and passing from accompaniment to exchange
(and vice versa) were central moments throughout all musical activity. It is hoped that, through
further analysis of the audio recordings, negotiation of time will be evident through analysis of
tempo proximity and deviation, and that groove and impressions of successful communication
might also be closely linked to the proximity of each players’ tempo, a sort of “tempo complicity”.
Part of further analyses will involve comparing the performance of the standard jazz tune once
per day over three days to highlight the development of musical negotiations. Part will involve
focusing on the comparison between solo and duet versions of the jazz standard.
Further work may also include the study of audience perspectives on manipulated audio tracks,
comparison between recorded, live and studio versions of the same piece, comparison between
musical negotiation in a light versus blacked-out space, reflections on ideas of a musician’s
inward/outward and/or conscious/unconscious focus, and reflections on concepts of cycles of
wakefulness and attention. Umpteen methodological and theoretical questions ensue of how to
continue with analyses of the musical negotiations of two jazz musicians.
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Evening Events
Attendance at evening events is free for conference delegates.
Guests of delegates are welcome - door fee: £5 (£3 students).

Friday
Méta Méta
Centred round rhythms of the three sacred Batá drums of Cuban Santeria, Méta Méta’s
music salutes the Orishas (Yoruban deities) by voice, instruments and movement. The
group’s latest album features secular contemporary arrangements of Afro-Cuban
religious songs, rhythms and dance. For this event, the group will perform with Cuban
dancer, Jessica Brito, to demonstrate the relationship between the musicians’
performances and the physical expression of the music. This performance is part of a
project and tour supported by the Arts Council, England.
Featuring Barak Schmool (saxophonist, percussionist); Maurizio Ravelio (singer,
percussionist; James Taylor Quartet, Jamiroquai); David Pattman (UK’s leading Batá
drumming expert); Hammadi Rencurrell Valdés (Percussion; Cuban group Irakere); and
Jessica Brito (dancer; Danza Libre, Guantánamo).
F-IRE is a community of more than 60 professionals specialising in Jazz, African, Latin
music/dance in performance and education. These artists have had an important role in
promoting creative music for the past 12 years. For more information, see their website:
http://www.f-ire.com.
The Dyad
Influenced by Miles Davis, Ramsay Lewis, Headhunters, Herbie Hancock, de La Soul,
Roots, Lalo Schiffrin, Roy Budd, all material is improvised in this performance.
Featuring Chris Ross (Drums), Paul Keene (Piano/Keys), Benjamin Schögler (Bass)

Saturday
Jack Tar
Foot-stomping music! Featuring Michael Keelan, Trish Keelan, Jane Keelan & Richard
Power.
Etch N Sketch
Etch N Sketch are Nico Major and Wallace Sulley, both are stalwarts of the Scottish hiphop scene. After the success of their debut performance at the Breakin' Convention at
the Edinburgh Festival Theatre in 2007, they decided to team up with B-Girl Remady
(Sin Cru) and Shelltow Mel (Flying Jalapenos) to expand and remix their debut piece
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ALTITUDE, a piece inspired by the music of Cut Chemist. Earlier this year, this
collaboration took a residency at Dance Base (Edinburgh), for performances that
included stunning visuals created by Nico Major (Dust) and fresh beats created by
Wallace Sulley (DJ Reed Richards).
The Belle Star Band
One of Scotland's top all-women dance bands, The Belle Star Band must be unique in
the three cultures they span: Scottish Urban Ceilidh, Jewish Klezmer, and
Canadian/American Contradance. Their great sense of swing, strong fiddle-driven sound
and love of playing for dancing make them the glue in any social gathering.
Featuring Cathy Wood (caller/guitar), Gica Loening (fiddle), Lynn Sampsell (bass), and
Sarah-Jane Summers (fiddle).
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Venue Locations and General Map

For an interactive Google Map of these venues, visit:
http://maps.google.co.uk/maps/ms?hl=en&ie=UTF8&msa=0&msid=10695611707258432160
6.00044de8d22dec5322496&ll=55.949656,-3.18861&spn=0.01187,0.029011&z=15

The Ark

St Cecilia’s
Hall

The Salle,
CSE,
Pleasance

The Lot

Reid Concert Hall

Alison House
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Restaurants and Cafés
There are many cafés and restaurants around the city centre, including the Old Town
and South Side areas where the conference venues are located. Various websites offer
recommendations and reviews:
http://www.list.co.uk/places/restaurants/
http://www.toptable.co.uk/
http://www.edinburgh-eating.com/
The suggestions below are all within a few minutes’ walk of the central University area:
Ayutthaya
14b Nicolson Street
T. 0131 556 9351
Type: Thai
Hours: Mon – Sun, noon - 2.30pm, 5.30 - 11pm
Average Price of a two course meal: £16
Price of House Wine per Bottle: £8.95
Centraal
32 West Nicholson Street
T. 0131 667 7355
Type: Bar / bistro
Hours: Mon – Sat, 11am – 11pm; Sun 12.30pm – 11pm
Average Price of a two course meal: £14
Price of House Wine per Bottle: £11.50
David Bann
56-58 St Mary’s Street,
T. 0131 556 5888
Type: Vegetarian
Hours: Mon – Sun, 11am - 11 pm
Average Price of a two course meal: £15
Price of House Wine per Bottle: £11.75
Favorit
19-20 Teviot Place
T. 0131 220 6880
Type: Café
Hours: Mon-Sun, 8am - 3am
Average Price of a two course meal: £8
Price of House Wine per Bottle: £10.70
The Forest
3 Bristo Place
T. 0131 220 4538
Hours: Mon – Sun, noon - 10pm
Average Price of a two course meal: £6
Kalpna
2/3 St Patrick's Square
T. 0131 667 9890
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Type: Indian vegetarian
Hours: Mon – Sat, 12 - 2.30pm, 5.30 - 11pm; Sun 5.30 - 10pm.
Average Price of a two course meal: £14
Price of House Wine per Bottle: £9.95
Monster Mash
4a Forrest Road
T. 0131 225 7069
Type: pie and mash caff
Hours: Mon – Fri, 8am - 10pm; Sat 9am - 10pm; Sun 10am - 10pm
Average Price of a two course meal: £9
Price of House Wine per Bottle: £10.50
Negociants
45 – 47 Lothian Street
T. 0131 225 6313
Type: Café bar
Hours: Mon – Sat, 12pm - 2.30am; Sun 10am - 2.30am
Average Price of a two course meal: £12
Price of House Wine per Bottle: £10.95
Nile Valley
6 Chapel Street
T. 0131 667 8200
Type: Sudanese
Hours: Mon – Sat, 11am - 4pm, 6 - 10pm. Closed Sun.
Sandwiches and wraps: from £4
Average Price of a two course meal: £15
Suruchi
14a Nicolson Street
T. 0131 556 6583
Type: Scottish / Indian
Hours: Mon – Sat, noon - 2pm, 5.30 - 11.30pm; Sun 5.30 - 11.30pm
Average Price of a two course meal: £17
Price of House Wine per Bottle: £10.50
Susie's Diner
51 – 53 West Nicolson Street, Edinburgh.
T. 0131 667 8729
Type: Vegetarian Wholefood
Hours: Mon 9am - 8pm; Tue – Sat, 9am - 9pm. Closed Sun.
Average Price of a two course meal: £8
Price of House Wine per Bottle: £7.95
Type: Vegetarian Wholefood

Internet Cafés
1. HERE! Internet Café
51 Niddry Street, EH1 1LG – 0131 556 0003
(This is on the same street as St Cecilia’s Hall.)
2. E-Corner Internet Cafe and international calls shop
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54 Blackfriars Street, EH1 1NE - 0131 558 7858
(Blackfriars Street is next to Niddry Street - turn left on the Cowgate after leaving St
Cecilia’s Hall.)
3. Phonebooth INT
88 South Clerk St, EH8 9PT - 0131 667 2445
(South Clerk Street is the continuation of Nicolson Street - South Bridge - North Bridge.
This café is near to the Kenneth Mackenzie Suite, where conference delegates may be
staying.)

Travel Information
Local Buses
Lothian buses run day and night services across the city. A single fare is £1.10, and a
day ticket costs £2.50. There are regular buses from Princes Street to the central
University area. Most bus stops display route maps for the buses that they serve.
Airlink 100 – airport to city centre
The express bus from the airport to the city centre runs every 10 minutes at peak time,
and every 30 minutes at night. The fare is £3 single or £5 return. The journey time is
approximately 30 minutes.
Taxis
Taxis are regulated by the City authorities and are able to provide quotations prior to
booking, and expense receipts. They can be booked in advance, or hailed on the street.
Three main companies serve the city:
Central Radio Taxis
City Cabs
Computer Cab

0131 229 2468
0131 228 1211
0131 272 8000

Medical Telephone Numbers
999 is the number to dial for the most severe emergencies.
Ambulance
Scottish Ambulance Service
111 Oxgangs Rd North
Emergency: 0131 446 2600

Dentist
Marchmont Dental Care
35 Warrender Park Road
Tel: 0131 229 5542

Emergency Medical
Scotland
46 Wakefield Avenue
Emergency: 08450 735224

Doctor
University Health Service
Richard Verney Health Centre
6 Bristo Square
Tel: 0131 650 2777 (Emergency: 08454 242424)
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